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MEET THE INNOVATORS:
Visit www.slingshotfund.org/videos for video messages from the
leaders of the most innovative organizations and projects in Jewish life.

introduction

Welcome to the first edition of the Slingshot
Supplement on Women & Girls. This new
resource highlights 18 of the most inventive
and pioneering Jewish organizations and
projects impacting the lives of women and
girls. The organizations described on the
following pages represent the array of ways
that the Jewish community promotes longterm social change for girls and women at
all stages of life. From direct social services
to empowerment programs and political
advocacy, these organizations use gender
as a lens to address some of the most
important challenges in Jewish life today.
A Jewish focus on women and girls is not
new to the Jewish community. Our robust
network of Jewish women’s foundations,
giving circles, and activist groups has built
today’s field of Jewish women-focused
organizations and makes the case that the
security, empowerment, and education of
women and girls are an imperative for our
community. But, as this guide demonstrates,
the work is far from complete. We hope
this resource continues to inspire and
inform the many women and men already
passionate about these causes, and that it
also motivates funders of all ages to join the

“From direct social services
to empowerment programs
and political advocacy, these
organizations use gender as
a lens to address some of the
most important challenges in
Jewish life today.”

effort of supporting these initiatives. Please
share this guide with your friends, your sons
and daughters, and colleagues. With your
help, this guide can be a vital resource in
sustaining and growing this field, and in
promoting social change for women and
girls within our community and beyond.
We are grateful to the Jewish Women’s
Foundation of New York for its support of
this project and for its tireless commitment
to enhancing the lives of women and girls
in strategic and impactful ways. Thank you
also to the next generation funders who
serve on Slingshot’s board and help fund
the production of this book, and to the
evaluators of this guide – professionals in
Jewish and women-focused foundations
from across the country who volunteer time
and expertise to select the organizations
featured here. Finally, thank you to all of the
applicant organizations, including dozens of
projects and hundreds of leaders dedicated
to bettering the lives of women and girls in
inspiring ways.
We welcome your feedback on this
inaugural Slingshot Supplement on Women
& Girls; please feel free to let us know what
works, what doesn’t work, and how you use
this resource. To learn more about Slingshot
or any of the organizations profiled here,
please don’t hesitate to be in touch. We look
forward to hearing from you.
Will Schneider
Executive Director - Slingshot
Julie Finkelstein
Program Director - Slingshot

letter from joy sisisky

The Jewish Women’s Foundation of New
York (JWFNY) has partnered with Slingshot
to create the first Slingshot Supplement
on Women & Girls, focused on innovative
Jewish organizations that make a specific
impact on women and girls. This supplement
seeks to develop and share important
resources for both funders and professionals
while bringing increased awareness and
philanthropic resources to the field.
We are surprised and delighted to have
received more than 40 applications from
a variety of organizations within 13 cities
in 3 countries. We proudly highlight the
organizations featured here and find
ourselves even more encouraged by the
many others that address the needs of
women and girls, even if this guide does not
call attention to their accomplishments this
year. While this guide highlights outstanding
women-specific organizations, we happily
feature them side-by-side with other more
traditional and established institutions that

“Today, nearly two dozen Jewish
women’s funds operate in the
US and Israel, characterized
by an exacting focus on social
change. This shared objective
seeks to create lasting, systemwide change by addressing root
causes of issues and improving
the landscape for women and
girls in the Jewish community.”

also create long-term social change for
women and girls. This shared responsibility
inspires and motivates our work to create
a just world.
The criteria for selecting organizations
to feature in the Slingshot Supplement
are particularly important. In addition to
the Slingshot guide’s standards around
innovation, impact, strong leadership, and
organizational effectiveness, we have asked
organizations or projects to address issues
of long-term social change for women and
girls, how they develop tactics and activities
using a gender lens, and the policies and
approaches they have in place that advance
women in their workplaces (e.g., flexible
work schedules, parental leave, or other
work-life balance strategies). In our opinion,
these factors remain critical for both success
and innovation.
The Jewish women’s funding movement
began more than two decades ago in
response to both the lack of resources
dedicated to issues affecting women and
girls and a dearth of women leaders in top
positions or with decision-making authority
at communal institutions. Today, nearly
two dozen Jewish women’s funds operate
in the US and Israel, characterized by an
exacting focus on social change. This shared
objective seeks to create lasting, systemwide change by addressing root causes
of issues and improving the landscape for
women and girls in the Jewish community.
This year, we at the Jewish Women’s
Foundation of New York celebrate our 18th
anniversary. We work to promote economic,
religious, social, and political equality for

women and girls in the Jewish community
in New York, Israel, and beyond. To realize
this, we utilize strategic and innovative
grantmaking, education, and advocacy to
create lasting change. Just some of the
critical issues faced by women and girls in
our community, and also addressed in this
Slingshot Supplement, include: leadership
development, breaking the stained-glass
ceiling, health and well-being, bullying,
financial literacy, career training, and
breast cancer.
We hope that this supplemental guide
brings not only awareness and resources
but also systematic, institutional change to
the way our Jewish communities address
issues that affect women and girls. Whether
you are an individual philanthropist, part of
a family foundation, or a member of your
Jewish federation’s planning and allocation
committee, I urge you to think about how
you can use a gender lens in all areas
of your philanthropy, grantmaking, and
programming. Please allow this tool to be a
first step or the next stage in your strategic
thinking for the future of our community.
Sincerely,
Joy Sisisky
Executive Director - JWFNY

Joy Sisisky is the Executive Director of the Jewish
Women’s Foundation of New York, which has
granted $2.6 million to nearly 100 programs for
women and girls in the Jewish community in New
York, Israel, and beyond, including two grants
to Slingshot.

“We hope that this supplemental
guide brings not only
awareness and resources but
also systematic, institutional
change to the way our Jewish
communities address issues that
affect women and girls.”
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advancing women professionals
and the jewish community

n/a

520 Eighth Avenue, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10018
212-869-9700 x217

info@advancingwomen.org
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www.advancingwomen.org

advancing women professionals
and the jewish community

contact
Shifra Bronznick
board chairs
Audrey Weiner
Cindy Chazan
2013 expenses
$390,387
year founded
2001

Advancing Women Professionals and the Jewish Community
(AWP) has provided a real-time case study in creating systemic
change in a complex and historically stubborn community. In
2001, AWP’s founders and partners confronted the Jewish
community with a persistent problem: gender gaps in salary,
unfriendly work-life policies, and inadequate career paths all
ensured that women did not ascend into leadership positions
within the community. AWP recognized this as a problem for
talented women leaders, but more so for the Jewish community
as a whole, which would never benefit from diverse voices or
many of its most talented female leaders.
Today, AWP’s programs continue to provide blueprints for
creating change. Its Action Learning Teams train female change
agents in the Jewish community, helping them advance in their
personal careers. These women receive coaching to develop
strategies and implement change in their workplaces. Through
AWP’s Men as Allies program, more than 75 influential male
professionals and volunteers act on their Jewish values through
a gender lens. These men pledge to only speak on panels
that feature women alongside men, and to advocate for better
work-life policies and gender parity in salaries.
AWP continues as a strong public voice for gender equality,
ensuring that Jewish organizations make structural changes
in order to empower their female employees. Its work remains
powerful not just because of the organizational changes it
inspires, but because of its impact on individual leaders. “I
am personally impacted in terms of how I think of myself as a
female leader in the Jewish community,” writes one Slingshot
evaluator. “My sense of my own value has been increased by
AWP’s work.”

the career gateway!
12320 Parklawn Drive
Rockville, MD 20852
301-255-4255
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@AccessJCA
www.accessjca.org
Dgamse@accessjca.org

the career gateway!

contact
David Gamse
board chair
Samuel Kaplan
2013 expenses
$106,691
year founded
2010
project of
Jewish Council for the
Aging of Greater Washington
parent org founded
1973

The Jewish Council for the Aging (JCA) of Greater Washington
provides a model for how a 40-year-old, established
organization can remain responsive to contemporary needs.
The Career Gateway!, a project of JCA, works to address the
challenges faced by women over the age of 50 when seeking
employment, often after retirement, to gain financial stability in
tough economic times. Due to the wage gap between genders,
many women find it necessary to return to work, and many
need assistance updating their skills, identifying their strengths,
and gaining confidence in their abilities to be competitive in
the job market. Understanding the differing needs of men and
women, JCA has adapted in order to include the social services
and educational content needed by the women it serves.
To help women transition back to work, The Career Gateway!
offers a one-and-a-half week course for small groups of
women to facilitate a supportive network of peers looking
to plan, become financially literate, and learn about specific
employment and job search skills. Volunteers mentor
participants individually, providing encouragement and
assistance with interviewing and other job search skills. The
program also monitors the mental health of each participant,
since anxiety and depression often accompany job searching
and other major life transitions. The Career Gateway! prides
itself on empowering women in their job searches, and as a
result, 70% of graduates receive job offers within two to four
months of completing the program.
JCA applies a much-needed gender lens to the reality of the
recession, in the context of a welcoming, encouraging, and
supportive environment. “Career Gateway! has identified the
unique needs and challenges of women over 50 who must
get back into the workforce and developed innovative ways to
serve this population,” one evaluator writes.

jewish orthodox
feminist alliance

@JOFAorg

520 8th Ave Floor 4
New York, NY 10018
212-679-8500

elana.sztokman@jofa.org
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www.jofa.org

jewish orthodox feminist alliance

contact
Elana Maryles Sztokman
board chair
Judith Heicklen
2013 expenses
$514,000
year founded
1997

The Jewish Orthodox Feminist Alliance (JOFA) works as a
powerful agent of change in the Orthodox Jewish community.
Working to correct gender imbalances in leadership positions
and ritual roles, and seeking to raise communal awareness
around gender issues, JOFA has occupied an important
space in the Orthodox world since its founding in 1997.
JOFA challenges the traditional roles for women and girls
in synagogues, day schools, family life, and communal
institutions, advocates for systemic social change, and speaks
out as a voice for progressive, feminist values.
JOFA employs various methods in its quest to create cultural
and institutional change, including hosting conferences
on gender and Orthodoxy, publishing the JOFA Journal,
and facilitating the JOFA Campus Fellowship, in which
undergraduate Orthodox women assume leadership positions
on their college and university campuses. JOFA provides
resources for communities working to expand inclusion of
women in Jewish ritual and also works to raise awareness and
promote action around the issue of agunot (women trapped
by Jewish law in unwanted marriages). Since 2010, JOFA has
openly advocated for the ability of Orthodox women to serve as
clergy, and has proudly witnessed the first graduating class of
fellow Slingshot organization Yeshivat Maharat. JOFA continues
to work for further inclusion of Orthodox women as scholars
and experts, as well as for more roles for women in ritual life.
The accomplishments of JOFA and its perpetual push to reconceptualize the role of women and girls have helped a new
generation of Orthodox women to adopt feminist values as
part of their religious frame, reclaim space, and change the
conversation about gender in the Jewish world. Evaluators feel
that JOFA reflects an openness in the community to support
Orthodox women trying to create change in their communities.
One evaluator states, “JOFA is on the cusp of a revolution.”

jewish women
international

@JewishWomenIntl

1129 20th St NW Suite 801
Washington, DC 20036
202-857-1300

loriweinstein@jwi.org
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jewish women international

contact
Lori Weinstein
board chair
Kim Oster-Holstein
2013 expenses
$2,325,000
year founded
1897

For more than 100 years, Jewish Women International (JWI) has
been a leader in the work of empowerment and advocacy for
Jewish women and girls. Originally founded in 1897 as women
began to emerge into the public sphere, JWI has adapted and
evolved over time to remain relevant to the needs of Jewish
women today. The organization serves as the leading national
progressive Jewish women’s organization working to prevent
and address violence against women and girls. JWI strives
to create social change by engaging with issues that most
impact this group: financial security, gender-based violence,
reproductive health, and women’s leadership. JWI works to
combat these issues on the local, national, and international
levels through grassroots activism, political and interfaith
coalition building, and prevention programs for Jewish teens,
mothers, and young adults.
JWI works with the key stakeholders in the Jewish, interfaith,
and secular domestic violence prevention communities,
including federal law makers, leading an interfaith coalition
of 30 member organizations and coordinating a Jewish
interdenominational task force of rabbis and cantors to provide
support, resources, and training to prevent domestic violence in
the Jewish community. JWI’s programs on healthy relationships
and abuse help Jewish teens build self-esteem and talk
openly about relationships, gender roles, and dating abuse.
Life$avings, a financial literacy series, tackles important issues
of economic security and money management with workshops
that show Jewish girls and young women how having the
tools to control and understand one’s money leads to greater
self-sufficiency in life. JWI also advocates for anti-violence
campaigns, pay equity, and reproductive rights through
petitions, op-eds, and action alerts to its 10,000-member
strong advocacy network.
JWI understands and addresses the systemic factors that lead
to particular circumstances for women, allowing for meaningful,
innovative, and strategic action. “There are very few women’s
organizations in the Jewish community with the experience,
resources and clout that JWI has.”

jewish women’s archive
One Harvard St. #200
Brookline, MA 2445
617-232-2258
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@jwaonline
www.jwa.org
GReimer@jwa.org

jewish women’s archive

contact
Gail Twerksy Reimer
board chairs
Tamara Kreinin
Susan Augenblick Raskin
2013 expenses
$1,500,000
year founded
1995

“Jewish Women’s Archive (JWA) stands alone in pushing
forward an agenda of inclusion of women in Jewish history,”
wrote one Slingshot evaluator. “Their leadership in this area
enables other organizations in the Jewish community--who
use JWA’s resources or partner with them on programs--to
embrace this value and transmit it to their constituencies.”
Over the past 17 years, JWA has worked to ensure that Jewish
girls can find positive role models within their rich Jewish
heritage, pushing the mainstream Jewish community to
include American Jewish women in its narrative. Today, JWA
has changed the conversation in the North American Jewish
community to be more inclusive of all its members, working to
ensure that no child ever receives an education that leaves out
half of the story.
Originally founded as a groundbreaking internet resource,
when the internet was relatively new, JWA continues to build
and modernize its online presence with virtual exhibits, oral
history projects, an encyclopedia of over 2,000 articles, and
engaging blog content, all aimed at preserving the legacy of
both well- and lesser-known American Jewish women. JWA
simultaneously brings its expertise offline into classrooms,
conferences, libraries, and museums across North America
to further its mission through partnerships with a variety of
Jewish organizations. MyBatMitzvahStory.org, JWA’s new
website for young girls, provides a space for young viewers to
explore their emerging identities as Jewish women through an
interactive platform and the stories of many other inspirational
Jewish women.
Evaluators also highlight JWA’s devotion to collaboration: “One
of the aspects of JWA’s model that makes it most effective is
its desire to partner with other organizations and enable them
to use JWA as a platform to advance their own goals and
education objectives in a more inclusive way.”

jews for racial &
economic justice

@JFREJNYC

666 Broadway, Suite 500
New York, NY 10012
212-647-8966

info@jfrej.org

www.jfrej.org
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jews for racial & economic justice

contact
Marjorie Dove Kent
board chairs
Shira Epstein
Audrey Sasson
2013 expenses
$277,000
year founded
1990

Jews for Racial & Economic Justice (JFREJ) works to create
change for women through its targeted campaigns and
grassroots model of leadership. As the Jewish voice in New
York City’s progressive community, JFREJ provides a home
for liberal Jews seeking to live Jewishly through concrete
community organizing and political action. Unique in its high
level of volunteer participation, members are the driving
force and decision makers at JFREJ, influencing and shaping
the organization’s efforts and creating a strong community
of activists and leaders bringing about change. JFREJ’s
community organizing model encourages participation by
people of all genders at all levels; its diverse community of
volunteer leaders, staff, and board comprises a majority of
women, gender non-conforming people, and trans people.
Through JFREJ’s high level of engagement, its members, often
from historically oppressed gender groups, develop the skills
necessary to become leaders within JFREJ and beyond.
JFREJ’s campaigns target the systemic causes of injustice with
grassroots efforts that focus on some of the most pressing
issues facing women and girls in New York City. Working
closely with Domestic Workers United, a labor group consisting
largely of female nannies, maids, and other household workers,
JFREJ has been instrumental in introducing and setting into
law the 2010 Domestic Workers Bill of Rights for both New York
City and New York State, the first of its kind in the nation.
Evaluators praise JFREJ’s commitment to tackling racial and
economic issues head-on, along with its emphasis on women’s
leadership and willingness to approach social justice issues
through a gender lens. “JFREJ’s work is focused, creative and
grassroots-centric,” one evaluator says. “This organization has
the staying power and innovative edge to make a lasting impact
in the Jewish community and beyond.”

kveller.com
377 Fifth Avenue 2nd Floor
New York, NY 10016
212-695-9010
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@kveller
www.kveller.com
deborah@kveller.com

kveller.com

contact
Debbie Kolben
board chair
Daniel Gorlin
2013 expenses
$545,674
year founded
2010
project of
MyJewishLearning, Inc.
parent org founded
2002

Young parents flock to the internet for parenting advice, tips,
and tricks of the trade, but until the 2011 launch of Kveller.com,
it had been difficult to find online resources on raising a Jewish
child. Kveller.com enables parents to connect with information
and guidance about how to help their children navigate various
early life transitions in Jewish ways. The website, created by
Slingshot organization MyJewishLearning, Inc., has emerged
as a pluralistic Jewish presence online, offering support to
new Jewish parents, especially mothers. Aware that 86% of
its audience is female, Kveller.com has created a remarkable
forum for young Jewish women to discuss their most personal
and pressing issues. Jewish women have an online home in
Kveller.com, where they come to discuss their kids, careers,
marriages, and Jewish journeys.
The forum plays host to a vibrant online community where
members engage with each other on a deep emotional
level. Users connect over a variety of issues, for example,
one woman bravely discussing her experience of domestic
violence, resulting in nearly 100 comments offering support,
comfort, and community. Kveller.com also features articles on
everything from fertility issues and welcoming rituals to Jewish
children’s music and parenting advice. As the only Jewish
parenting website aimed at parents from across the spectrum
of Jewish observance, Kveller.com highlights a broad range
of Jewish opinions and speaks to the many different kinds of
Jewish parents and parenting styles.
Evaluators notice how Kveller.com reaches out to Jewish
mothers and meets their needs in a crucial way, writing that
the organization is “leading the conversation, not just following
it.” Kveller.com has created a relevant and innovative online
community, bold on women’s issues, “tackling topics and
themes that are rarely discussed in a public forum.”

ma’yan
334 Amsterdam Avenue
New York, NY 10023
646-505-5724
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@listen4achange
www.mayan.org
eli@mayan.org

ma’yan

contact
Eli Schmitt
board chair
Barbara Dobkin
2013 expenses
$550,000
year founded
1993
project of
The JCC in Manhattan
parent org founded
1990

The researchers at Ma’yan know that as early as age 10, 40%
of American girls have tried to lose weight, and by age 17,
78% of girls are “unhappy with their bodies.” This is just one
symptom of a larger societal problem that Ma’yan combats
with its unique approach to working with Jewish teenage girls.
Initially focused on expanding ritual life for women and girls
and creating a Jewish community where women’s leadership
flourishes, Ma’yan has now turned its attention to the myriad
problems facing teenage girls in the American Jewish
community. Through primary research and other programs
serving Jewish girls directly, Ma’yan brings these crucial issues
to light and creates safe spaces where teenage girls can openly
discuss their lives and experiences.
Ma’yan’s 15-month Research Training Internship teaches
teenage girls leadership skills, research skills, and tools for
feminist critique. Girls in the program receive the opportunity to
carry out their own research projects on issues relevant to teen
girls, and to present that research to adults in the community.
This process, rooted in conversation about sexism, privilege,
and power, gives participants a strong sense of their own
abilities to voice concerns and ideas about what happens
in the world around them. Ma’yan also offers workshops on
ethical discipline tactics that help girls feel respected within
the boundaries set for them by adults, and on typically evaded
issues such as homophobia, bullying, and eating disorders, all
of which prepare teen girls, and the adults who engage with
them, to participate in the world around them in active ways.
Evaluators are impressed with the well-rounded nature of
Ma’yan’s programs, noting, “Ma’yan fills an important gap in
the Jewish community by providing holistic leadership-training
programs with a gender-focused curriculum. Although there
are many programs that discuss issues of racism, poverty, etc.,
very few are specifically geared toward engaging participants in
those discussions through a gender lens.”

mayyim hayyim
1838 Washington Street
Newton, Massachusetts 2466
617-244-1836 x201
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@mayyimhayyim
www.mayyimhayyim.org
carrieb@mayyimhayyim.org

mayyim hayyim living waters community mikveh
and education center

contact
Carrie Bornstein
board chair
Jennifer Slifka Vidal
2013 expenses
$690,562
year founded
2001

Traditionally used for Jewish purposes of female ritual purity
and conversion, Mayyim Hayyim Living Waters Community
Mikveh and Education Center has expanded the uses for
and philosophy behind the mikveh (Jewish ritual bath) to be
a tool for the empowerment and support of women and girls
at all life stages. Although many Jews who are unfamiliar with
the custom view the mikveh as archaic or even irrelevant, at
Mayyim Hayyim, which means “living waters,” Jews of any
background are invited to immerse and explore Judaism in
a supportive and welcoming environment. Since its opening,
the organization’s trained mikveh guides have facilitated 120
educational programs annually and assisted with 11,000
immersions for new purposes, including celebrating milestones,
healing after an illness, coming out, or embarking on a journey.
Mayyim Hayyim reinvents the possibilities of what a mikveh
can offer, establishing a new model for a welcoming and
empowering way of Jewish life.
Nearly 80% of Mayyim Hayyim’s visitors for immersion are
women and girls, and the organization has developed a
menu of opportunities for gender-specific engagement with
the mikveh. These programs and resources include a multisession workshop for mothers and daughters of bat mitzvah
age, healing-focused materials for women battling cancer or
abuse, and 18 original mikveh ceremonies focused on typicallyunacknowledged times in a woman’s life, including miscarriage,
infertility, weaning, and menopause. The organization’s use of a
gender lens to inform its work has prompted Mayyim Hayyim to
continue to evolve, recently launching a Men’s Initiative, Men’s
Think Tank, and also training male mikveh guides to diversify its
clientele and increase men’s use of the mikveh.
Mayyim Hayyim’s commitment to creating an inclusive,
welcoming, and user-friendly Jewish experience continues to
be a model for best practices that could be used with other
Jewish rituals as well. Evaluators commend Mayyim Hayyim for
its ability to create new and relevant uses for the mikveh that
address women’s needs in ways that few other organizations
have pursued. Evaluators also applaud the organization’s
commitment to expanding its men’s programming. One writes,
“The best thing a women’s organization can do to further
support women, is consider ways men can effectively engage
in the work too.”

moving traditions
261 Old York Road
Jenkintown, PA 19046
215-887-4511
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@MvingTraditions
www.movingtraditions.org
dmeyer@movingtraditions.org

moving traditions

contact
Deborah Meyer
board chair
Sally Gottesman
2013 expenses
$1,388,390
year founded
2005

Moving Traditions has been a catalyst for changing the way
the Jewish community engages with and impacts young girls
and the women who work with them. Through its cornerstone
program, Rosh Hodesh: It’s A Girl Thing!, 11,000 girls have
confronted issues of academic pressure, friend dynamics, body
image, and sexuality, all through a Jewish lens. Within the safe
space created by Moving Traditions, middle and high schoolaged girls can overcome insecurities and connect the dots
between their most pressing concerns and Jewish wisdom.
The organization’s resources and curricula, now used at more
than 300 JCCs, synagogues, schools, camps, and other Jewish
institutions, continue to evolve to meet the contemporary needs
of Jewish tweens and teens. New material addresses the evergrowing problems of “sexting,” online bullying, prescription
drug abuse, and social networking ethics.
More than 1,100 group leaders, women including rabbis,
lay leaders, teachers, and volunteers, help these teens and
tweens navigate the challenges of emerging womanhood.
Through Moving Traditions’ training and by facilitating their
own Rosh Hodesh groups, group leaders become empowered
to address girls’ issues at their own Jewish institutions more
broadly. Moving Traditions works with diverse institutions
of all affiliations to incorporate its approach into a variety
of educational programs. Working closely with each Rosh
Hodesh: It’s a Girl Thing! group, Moving Traditions invests
heavily in each group leader and works to create positive
systematic change within each agency around gender issues
for young girls.
“Moving Traditions is among the most ground-breaking,
innovative programs working with Jewish teens,” writes one
reviewer. “[The organization’s] approach and methodology
integrate the immediate concerns of teens with a safe peer
support network seamlessly integrated into a Jewish values
framework.” Another evaluator comments on the impact
Moving Traditions makes on its leaders: “[It has] a veritable
army of enthusiastic facilitators who really feel like they are
making a difference in the life of Jewish teens.”

nishmah
2 Millstone Campus Drive
St Louis, MO 63146
314-442-3268
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@JCCStlouis
www.Nishmah.org
swinkelman@jccstl.org

nishmah

contact
Sara Winkelman
board chairs
Missy Korenblat-Hanin
2013 expenses
$103,000
year founded
2005
project of
Jewish Community Center
of St. Louis
parent org founded
1880

Nishmah, a project of the Jewish Community Center of
St. Louis, focuses on Judaism through a feminist lens in a
community where “the f-word” is not the norm. In the midsized Jewish community of St. Louis, MO, where innovation,
especially using the gender lens, has been seen as risky,
Nishmah provides new ways for women and girls of all
ages and denominational backgrounds to connect, develop
leadership skills, and delve deeper into what it means to be
a Jewish woman. Taking advantage of its local resources,
Nishmah achieves success due to its extensive collaborations
with area synagogues, schools, and chapters of national
women’s organizations. It also integrates many programs aimed
at women and girls under one umbrella, including programs
offered by fellow Slingshot organizations Moving Traditions and
Sharsheret. Partnering widely has positioned Nishmah as the
local expert and primary consultant on issues of gender and
Judaism in other St. Louis Jewish agencies.
With a tiny staff and a huge core of 150 volunteer women
and girls, Nishmah organizes groups and events for women
at all different life stages. Nishmah’s annual Passover event
has hosted more than 600 women for a night of social action,
dancing, and storytelling. The organization also facilitates
a group for women in their 20s and 30s, and a salon series
for adult women of all Jewish backgrounds to discuss
contemporary topics in their homes. Younger girls participate
in Banot Buddies, a forum for girls to talk with teen mentors
about issues they face. A group of 12 teen girls serves on the
Banot Buddies board and helps inform Nishmah’s programming
decisions for the teen and tween populations.
Slingshot evaluators laud Nishmah for its work with a
multigenerational and denominational audience and its
dedication to creating substantive leadership opportunities
for women and girls. “Nishmah is clearly meeting a need for
Jewish women and girls in the St. Louis community,” notes
one evaluator. “[It has] built a strong community presence and
positioned [itself] as the local leader in Jewish programming
with a gender lens.”

organization for the
resolution of agunot

@ORAgunot

551 W 181st St #123
New York, NY 10033
212-795-0791

info@getORA.org
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organization for the resolution of agunot

contact
Rabbi Jeremy Stern
board chair
Michelle Greenberg-Kobrin
2013 expenses
$360,000
year founded
2002

The last several years have seen a rising awareness in the
Jewish community of the problem of agunot, “chained”
women, or women who are unable to get divorced according
to Jewish law because their husbands refuse to sign a get, the
religious divorce decree commonly used between a husband
and wife in traditionally observant Jewish communities. Both
partners must agree to sign the get in order for a divorce to
occur, but unfortunately, this can become a difficult process.
The Organization for the Resolution of Agunot (ORA) views the
issue of get refusal as a form of domestic abuse, and it works
both to encourage recalcitrant husbands to issue a get to their
wives and to educate the Orthodox community about this
problematic behavior.
To date, ORA has successfully provided 200 women with
their long-sought freedom from often abusive marriages. In
addition to offering confidential consultations, professional
referrals, and opportunities for mediation, one of ORA’s main
initiatives works proactively to prevent get refusal by providing
educational resources and programming about Jewish
prenuptial agreements to traditional Jewish communities. These
educational programs have already reached 2,000 students
and Jewish community participants. By focusing on the
preventative measure of a prenuptial agreement in combination
with raising awareness about the abusive nature of get refusal,
ORA seeks to eliminate the agunah problem altogether. ORA
also actively helps to resolve agunot cases by using social and
communal pressure, ranging from peaceful demonstrations
against uncooperative husbands to negative publicity via print
and social media. Few organizations in the world undertake this
work, particularly outside of Israel, and ORA has developed a
unique combined educational and activist approach.
Slingshot evaluators praise the full range of ORA’s
programming, stating, “ORA does more to resolve get-refusal
cases than anyone else. But more significantly, [its] teen
education programs and consciousness-raising in the Orthodox
world about the unacceptability of abuses that include, but are
not limited to, get-refusal, are fundamentally changing attitudes
in a younger generation of Orthodox Jews.”

shalom bayit
PO Box 10102
Oakland, CA 94610
510-451-8874		
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n/a
www.shalom-bayit.org
info@shalom-bayit.org

shalom bayit

contact
Naomi Tucker
board chair
Rivka Greenberg
2013 expenses
$356,000
year founded
1992

Shalom Bayit (Hebrew for “peaceful home”) addresses a critical
and often-overlooked need – a response to domestic violence
in the Jewish community. With a series of women-centered
programs in the San Francisco area that help women in crisis,
as well as a nationwide program aimed at helping Jewish
college students address and interrupt the cycle of abuse,
Shalom Bayit empowers women and girls to take charge of
their lives while serving as a model for similar programs across
the nation.
Shalom Bayit’s counseling program provides critical support
for women facing abuse with crisis intervention, rabbinical
referrals, support groups, and financial aid for approximately
100 women. The intimate nature of the program ensures
that each individual receives the care she deserves and the
resources she needs to break free from the bonds of abuse.
With the goal of stopping abuse before it starts, Shalom Bayit’s
Our Love Shouldn’t Hurt program educates teens nationwide
on responsible relationships and aims to prevent abuse that
endangers women and girls. College programs, facilitated by
local Hillel partners, parent activities, and seminars focused on
raising awareness, also educate the Jewish community and
encourage women and girls to speak up and reach out to stop
abuse in their lives.
Slingshot evaluators are impressed with Shalom Bayit’s strong
leadership in the field and the organization’s multi-pronged
approach of education, support, and advocacy, which has
proven extremely successful. One evaluator notes, “Shalom
Bayit has kept a spotlight on domestic abuse for 20+ years.”
Another adds, “Thanks to Shalom Bayit, domestic violence in
the Jewish community has finally received significant attention.”

sharsheret
1086 Teaneck Road Suite 3A
Teaneck, NJ 7666
866-474-2774
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@Sharsheret
www.sharsheret.org
esilber@sharsheret.org

sharsheret: your jewish community
facing breast cancer

contact
Elana Silber
board chair
Dana Norris
2013 expenses
$1,612,000
year founded
2001

A serious medical diagnosis prompts many to turn to their
religious communities for spiritual and emotional support.
For the past 12 years, Sharsheret (Hebrew for “chain”) has
worked diligently to ensure that the Jewish community is
prepared to respond to these needs. Sharsheret builds a
supportive community and provides a variety of resources
for Jewish women affected by ovarian or breast cancer and
their families, as well as those with a genetic predisposition to
these same cancers. Sharsheret’s woman-centered approach
takes into account each woman and her family’s unique needs.
Connecting impacted women with health care professionals,
every woman and her diagnosis are treated in a manner that
respects her choices, her relationship with Judaism, and her
concerns at all stages of the disease from diagnosis 		
to survivorship.
Sharsheret’s programs range from a campaign encouraging
young people to explore their family medical histories to clinical
services and resources for cancer survivors. Sharsheret also
consistently reflects on its work and finds new ways to improve.
For example, in recognition of the fact that many callers to
Sharsheret’s hotline work or provide childcare full-time, the
organization recently added live chat technology to its website
This technology also helps Sharsheret accommodate those
with concerns about privacy and anonymity, as well as those
who are uncomfortable or unable to speak on the phone.
Sharsheret has also opened a new regional office in South
Florida this year, in order to better serve its network of 		
young women.
As the only national Jewish organization specializing in
supporting women and families of all Jewish backgrounds who
are at increased risk of developing breast and ovarian cancers,
“Sharsheret has positioned [itself] as [the] Jewish voice in the
breast and ovarian cancer community,” one evaluator remarks.
While Sharsheret focuses on serving Jewish women and their
families, the organization has also built meaningful partnerships
with secular organizations and earned a seat on the Federal
Advisory Committee on Breast Cancer in Young Women.

sixth & i
600 I Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001
202-408-3100
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@sixthandi
www.sixthandi.org
efoer@sixthandi.org		

sixth & i’s not your bubbe’s sisterhood

contact
Esther Safran Foer
board chairs
Shelton Zuckerman
Ronald Abramson
2013 expenses
$2,390,787
year founded
2004

Sixth & I, once a historic synagogue building on the brink of
destruction, is now a vibrant community center where DC’s
young adults can explore their connections with Judaism
in a judgment-free and open environment. The organization
finds the places where Jewish and secular cultures meet and
uses these intersections as access points to engage young
Jews and create a tight-knit Jewish community. Sixth & I also
provides a platform for Washington, DC’s Jewish women in
their 20s and 30s to have open and frank conversations about
pressing issues that would rarely be discussed in any other
public space. “Will I change my name when I get married? Do
I even want to get married? Can adult women still be Mean
Girls? How do I relate to my mom differently now that I’m an
adult?” Not Your Bubbe’s Sisterhood (NYBS), an updated and
edgy version of the traditional synagogue sisterhood, puts a
gender lens on this Jewish identity exploration, challenging
participants to grapple with relevant issues while building a
community of sophisticated, young Jewish women.
NYBS programs run the gamut, including text studies, cooking
lessons, field trips, financial literacy trainings, and provocative
discussions led by top female Jewish entrepreneurs,
executives, and artists. These monthly gatherings, which have
attracted a network of more than 550 urban and intellectual
young Jewish women, expose participants to strong female role
models from a host of professional and personal backgrounds,
while allowing for continued relationship building among
participants. Embracing women’s leadership at all levels of
administration and spiritual leadership, female staff from Sixth &
I lead the project alongside a dedicated NYBS board of young
women, meeting regularly to plan programs for the network.
Sixth & I has consistently demonstrated national leadership and
replicability in its community synagogue model, and NYBS is no
exception. Evaluators express excitement about the scalability
of young adult programming with a gender lens, noting that
communities of all sizes can lift up their local Jewish women
leaders and build vibrant local networks of young women.
“Sixth & I is at the forefront of innovative Jewish programming
for young adults,” writes one evaluator. “[Its] approach is fresh,
vibrant and cutting-edge, and the sheer number of people who
come through [the] door is astonishing.”

unchained at last
231 North Avenue W #189
Westfield, NJ 07090
908-913-0804
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@UnchainedAtLast
www.unchainedatlast.org
fraidy@unchainedatlast.org

unchained at last

contact
Fraidy Reiss
board chairs
Shehnaz Abdeljaber
2013 expenses
$100,000
year founded
2011

Before the launch of Unchained At Last, a woman trying to
leave a forced marriage in North America would have little to no
resources for help, oftentimes finding herself shunned by family
and friends. Using a multi-pronged approach, including legal
assistance, social services, mentoring programs, and advocacy
and awareness, Unchained At Last is dedicated to helping
women leave arranged and forced marriages. A newly-launched
multicultural and interfaith organization, Unchained At Last has
already helped more than 40 women leave their marriages,
including many from the ultra-Orthodox Jewish community.
By helping women leave arranged and forced marriages,
and by partnering them with fellow survivors, Unchained
At Last builds deep relationships between volunteers and
clients, enabling the organization to develop trust among its
stakeholders and grow at a rapid pace. Beyond the inherently
important nature of its work, Unchained At Last also raises
awareness of this oft-overlooked problem through advocacy
work, supporting relevant legislation to protect women from
forced and arranged marriages. The organization displays
courage and innovation in tackling an issue that frequently goes
unseen in the mainstream Jewish community and it shows the
potential to provide strong leadership on this issue in the future.
One evaluator highlights the important work of this
organization, writing, “Unchained At Last offers unique and
holistic services to traditionally hard to reach Jewish women.”
Another is impressed by the speed and scope of the group’s
work, stating, “In just a short period of time this organization
has been successful in raising awareness on the problem of
forced/arranged marriage in North America as evidenced by the
media attention [it has] garnered.”

the women’s jewish
learning center

n/a

7825 E. Paradise Lane
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
602-402-4173

elanakanter@womenlearning.org
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www.womenlearning.org

the women’s jewish learning center

contact
Rabbi Elana Kanter
board chair
Harriet Rosen
2013 expenses
$75,900
year founded
2010

One way to build strong Jewish families is to educate and
empower women. Providing women with a Jewish framework
through which to learn, lead, and connect helps to ensure a
strong future Jewish community. This framework becomes
particularly important outside of major Jewish centers, for
example, within the Greater Phoenix, AZ area, home to an evergrowing population of unaffiliated Jews. The Women’s Jewish
Learning Center (WJLC), located just outside of Phoenix in
Scottsdale, AZ, creates high quality adult learning opportunities
for both committed and unengaged women of all backgrounds.
By creating more opportunities for women to learn from and
with each other, the organization creates a richer and more
connected Jewish Phoenix.
WJLC focuses the learning experience on each individual
woman, and as such, the center attracts women of all ages,
denominations, and Jewish educational backgrounds. All of the
women learning through WJLC study a broad range of Jewish
texts using traditional commentaries enriched by contemporary
art, music, and video. WJLC also provides dynamic teachers,
both within and outside of Phoenix. To find the best teaching
talent beyond the confines of the Phoenix community, WJLC
has created an exchange program with a women’s learning
initiative in Toronto to share educators through visits and online
learning. Additionally, groups of women in five states have
become a part of WJLC’s growing online network of learners.
With the expansion of its distance-learning program, WJLC
now allows women who would otherwise find themselves
excluded from these opportunities to engage in deep learning
and connection with other Jewish women.
At WJLC, Jewish learning serves as the conduit to community
building as women learn together, and Slingshot evaluators
praise the nondenominational space for working to forge
communities around the country. One evaluator says, “[Its]
strategy of reaching out to Jewish women wherever they are
and encouraging conversations and learning is innovative
and fresh.”

yeshivat maharat
3700 Henry Hudson Pkwy
Bronx, NY 10463
718-796-0590
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@yeshivatm
www.yeshivatmaharat.org
sara@yeshivatmaharat.org		

yeshivat maharat

contact
Rabba Sara Hurwitz
board chairs
Leah Krakinowski
2013 expenses
$487,042
year founded
2009

Some Jewish denominations struggle to balance Jewish
tradition with modern values of equality, particularly when it
comes to the role of women in community leadership and
practice. Yeshivat Maharat has become the first institution
to train women as spiritual leaders and authorities of Jewish
law within the Orthodox Jewish world, representing profound
innovation in the Jewish Orthodox community. Dedicated
to creating a Judaism where women and men from all
denominations receive equal opportunities to participate in
and lead the Jewish world, Yeshivat Maharat works to shift the
mindsets of those in the community still unsure of or resistant
to the concept of female leadership.
This yeshiva, or “learning institution,” ordains each of its
students as a maharat, a Hebrew term for a teacher of
Jewish law and spirituality, preparing its graduates to serve
as Orthodox clergy in synagogues, schools, educational
organizations, and on college campuses. In this fouryear program, students learn Talmud (rabbinic texts), how
to arbitrate Jewish law, pastoral counseling, leadership
development, and partake in community internships to give
them valuable field experience. To build support within the
Orthodox community, Yeshivat Maharat students and faculty
have traveled to more than 25 communities as scholarsin-residence to model the benefits of women’s leadership.
Yeshivat Maharat currently enrolls 14 students and has recently
ordained its first three graduates in June of 2013.
Yeshivat Maharat opens previously locked doors for women
seeking to provide spiritual leadership within the Orthodox
community. Evaluators note that the institution provides the
Jewish community with the opportunity to recognize and foster
the talents of all its potential leaders. One evaluator writes,
“Yeshivat Maharat has bold vision combined with a practical
approach to achieving social change. [The organization
approaches] a delicate and difficult challenge with a huge
amount of integrity and perseverance.”
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program areas
Advocacy
Jewish Orthodox Feminist Alliance
Arts & Culture
Sixth & I
Community Building
Jews for Racial & Economic Justice
Sharsheret
Domestic Violence
Jewish Women International
Organization for the Resolution of Agunot
Shalom Bayit
Economic Security
The Career Gateway
Jewish Women International
Jews for Racial & Economic Justice
Employment
The Career Gateway
Family
Unchained At Last
Gender
Advancing Women Professionals and the Jewish
Community
Jewish Orthodox Feminist Alliance
Jewish Women’s Archive
Moving Traditions
Sharsheret
The Women’s Jewish Learning Center
Health
Sharsheret
Jewish Education
Jewish Women’s Archive
Kveller.com
Mayyim Hayyim
Moving Traditions
Sixth & I
The Women’s Jewish Learning Center
Leadership Development
Advancing Women Professionals and the Jewish
Community
Ma’yan
Nishmah
Yeshivat Maharat
Media & Technology
Kveller.com

Outreach & Engagement
Mayyim Hayyim
Moving Traditions
Sixth & I
Ritual
Mayyim Hayyim
Social Justice
Jewish Orthodox Feminist Alliance
Jews for Racial & Economic Justice
Ma’yan
Organization for the Resolution of Agunot
Shalom Bayit
Unchained At Last
Spirituality
The Women’s Jewish Learning Center
Yeshivat Maharat

population served
20s & 30s
Jewish Women International
Jewish Women’s Archive
Jews for Racial & Economic Justice
Kveller.com
Nishmah
Organization for the Resolution of Agunot
Shalom Bayit
Sharsheret
Sixth & I
The Women’s Jewish Learning Center
Yeshivat Maharat
Adults
The Career Gateway
Jewish Orthodox Feminist Alliance
Jewish Women International
Jewish Women’s Archive
Jews for Racial & Economic Justice
Kveller.com
Mayyim Hayyim
Moving Traditions
Nishmah
Organization for the Resolution of Agunot
Shalom Bayit
Sharsheret
Sixth & I
Unchained At Last
The Women’s Jewish Learning Center
Yeshivat Maharat
Baby Boomers
The Career Gateway
Children
Mayyim Hayyim
College Students
Jewish Orthodox Feminist Alliance
Jewish Women International
Jewish Women’s Archive
Sharsheret
The Women’s Jewish Learning Center
Educators
Jewish Women’s Archive
Kveller.com
Ma’yan
Moving Traditions
Yeshivat Maharat
Elderly
The Career Gateway

Families
Jewish Orthodox Feminist Alliance
Jews for Racial & Economic Justice
Kveller.com
Ma’yan
Organization for the Resolution of Agunot
Sharsheret
Unchained At Last
Interfaith
Kveller.com
Mayyim Hayyim
Sixth & I
Jewish Professionals
Advancing Women Professionals and the Jewish
Community
Moving Traditions
Yeshivat Maharat
LGBTQ
Moving Traditions
Sixth & I
Multiethnic
Moving Traditions
Sixth & I
Teens
Jewish Women International
Ma’yan
Moving Traditions
Nishmah
Shalom Bayit

2013 annual expenses
Less than $100,000
The Women’s Jewish Learning Center
$100,001-$200,000
The Career Gateway
Nishmah
Unchained At Last
$200,001-$500,000
Advancing Women Professionals and the Jewish
Community
Jews for Racial & Economic Justice
Organization for the Resolution of Agunot
Shalom Bayit
Yeshivat Maharat
$500,001-$1,000,000
Jewish Orthodox Feminist Alliance
Kveller.com
Ma’yan
Mayyim Hayyim
$1,000,001-$3,000,000
Jewish Women International
Jewish Women’s Archive
Moving Traditions
Sharsheret
Sixth & I
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other information
What is Slingshot?
The core of the idea that became Slingshot
developed organically following a 2003
weekend retreat for a dozen young Jews
who were preparing to become involved
in their families’ philanthropic efforts.
Participants wanted to learn how to navigate
the alphabet soup of the Jewish community
and sort out which organizations resonated
for themselves and their peers. Slingshot:
A Resource Guide to Jewish Innovation
was launched shortly after as a Zagatstyle guidebook to highlight the 50 most
innovative nonprofits in North America
each year.
What is the Slingshot Fund?
Since 2007, the next generation funders
responsible for Slingshot have taken their
concept a step further by supporting
innovative Jewish organizations through
the Slingshot Fund. In conjunction with
their peers, Slingshot Fund members pool
their funds, review proposals, conduct site
visits and make allocation decisions. Being
part of the Slingshot Fund offers members
opportunities to connect with peers,
explore Jewish interests, find causes that
are meaningful to their own identities and
experiences, and hone leadership skills.
Why should I join the Slingshot Fund 2014?
The Slingshot Fund offers grant-making
training to next generation funders across
the country. Members may join to build
relationships with other funders in their 20s
and 30s, explore the Jewish not-for-profit
world, learn more about grant-making,
or simply have philanthropic experiences
independent of their families. There is no
one-size-fits-all reason for joining, but if
you are interested in having a peer- grantmaking experience, leveraging your giving,
joining a community of next generation
philanthropists, receiving grant-making
training, or learning about cutting-edge
Jewish organizations across North America,
the Slingshot Fund may be right for you.

How does the Slingshot Fund work?
All organizations featured in Slingshot in a
given year are eligible to apply for a Slingshot
Fund grant. Slingshot Fund members pool
their donations and spend five months
examining proposals, conducting site visits
and selecting grantees whose organizations
not only fit the criteria, but who also resonate
with a next generation audience.
www.slingshotfund.org

Grand Street
The idea for Slingshot and the Slingshot
Fund has evolved through the Grand Street
network. Grand Street is a meeting place for
young Jews (18 to 28 years old) who are
involved or will be involved as leaders in their
families’ philanthropic efforts. Beginning in
2002 with 12 people meeting for a weekend
to ask their own questions, Grand Street
seeks to develop a Jewish philanthropic
analysis and capacity for strategic thinking,
as well as to create a space where members
can pursue personal development and build
a network of peers in similar positions of
philanthropic responsibility. A new cohort of
12 individuals is added each year.
Some participants are in college or have
recently graduated, some have already
assumed roles within their families’
foundations, and many others are just
becoming aware of those imminent
responsibilities. All feel alone in being young
and associated with philanthropic wealth.
Many struggle with allocating, or planning to
allocate, money while also seeking to
reconcile their personal passions with their
families’ interests, both Jewish and universal.
www.grandstreetnetwork.net

If you or a family member would like to
get involved with Grand Street, please
contact info@2164.net.

Please visit our website at www.jwfny.org
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